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We investigated the crystal and electronic structures of ferroelectric Bi4Ti3O12 (BiT) single crystalline 
thin films site-specifically substituted with LaCoO3 (LCO). The epitaxial films were grown by pulsed 
laser epitaxy on NdGaO3 and SrTiO3 substrates to vary the degree of strain. With increasing the LCO 
substitution, we observed a systematic increase in the c-axis lattice constant of the Aurivillius phase 
related with the modification of pseudo-orthorhombic unit cells. These compositional and structural 
changes resulted in a systematic decrease in the band gap, i.e., the optical transition energy between 
the oxygen 2p and transition metal 3d states, based on a spectroscopic ellipsometry study. In 
particular, the Co 3d state seems to largely overlap with the Ti t2g state, decreasing the band gap. 
Interestingly, the applied tensile strain facilitates the band gap narrowing, demonstrating that epitaxial 
strain is a useful tool to tune the electronic structure of ferroelectric transition metal oxides. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Ferroelectric transition metal oxides (TMOs) with a low band gap (Eg) have recently attracted 
a lot of attention due to their promising opto-electronic and energy device applications [1-4]. Low Eg 
ferroelectrics such as BiFeO3 (Eg = ~2.3 eV) [5] and hexagonal RMnO3 (R = rare earth, Eg = ~1.5 eV) 
[6] exhibit intriguing physical properties, such as magnetoelectric coupling, switchable photovoltaic, 
and topological vortex domains, stemming from the spontaneous electric polarization [7-9]. We have 
recently introduced the site-specifically substituted Bi4Ti3O12-LaCoO3 (BiT-LCO) system as a new 
member of the low Eg ferroelectrics [10,11]. In this system, unlike conventional TMOs, Eg of the 
system could be largely reduced (~1 eV) by changing the LCO substitution rate [12]. Eg could be 
decreased as low as ~2.55 eV, while maintaining the strong ferroelectricity of BiT [13]. Since Eg 
determines most of the electronic and optical characteristics of a material, the ability to tune Eg 
provides an unprecedented pathway to developing TMOs with novel properties. 
The decrease of Eg in the BiT-LCO system is found to be originating from the incorporation 
of Co ion [10,11]. Substitution of Bi with La greatly stabilized the ferroelectricity[14-17], but it does 
not have any influence on Eg [18]. Specifically, density functional theory calculations indicate that the 
creation of an additional Co electronic state just below the conduction band of BiT decreases Eg of the 
system [10,19]. The crucial role of Co has also been confirmed using bulk powder studies [20,21]. 
In this work, we impose a distinctive epitaxial strain to BiT-LCO thin films and investigate 
their crystal and electronic structures. As epitaxial strain is an efficient tuning parameter for various 
physical properties of TMOs [22-24], we were able to observe detailed crystal and electronic structure 
evolution with Co incorporation into BiT depending on the strain state. In particular, we observed a 
systematic change in the lattice parameters and a subsequent decrease in the optical transition energy 
between the electronic states with Co incorporation. Based on the experimental results, we discuss the 
relationship among the epitaxial strain, Co incorporation, lattice parameter, and electronic structure, 
which provide a deeper understanding on the Eg reduction mechanism in BiT. 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL 
We used pulsed laser epitaxy to fabricate (001)-oriented BiT-LCO epitaxial films on single 
crystal orthorhombic (110) NdGaO3 (NGO) and cubic (001) SrTiO3 (STO) substrates. The two 
substrates were chosen as they provide both a superior platform for high quality thin film growth with 
excellent crystallinity and a reasonably small lattice mismatch (< 2%). The latter enables us to grow 
coherently strained films with different degrees of epitaxial strain. Samples were grown at 700 °C in 
100 mTorr at the repetition rate of 10 Hz. The high repetition rate was used to prevent the loss of 
volatile Bi in the films during the growth [15,16,25]. We controlled the laser pulse number in order to 
systematically change the LCO concentration in the films. Quarter and half unit cell layers of LCO 
and quarter unit cell layers of BiT were alternatingly ablated from stoichiometric LCO and BiT targets 
to grow 1BiT-1LCO (1B1L) and 1BiT-2LCO (1B2L) alloys, respectively. 1B1L and 1B2L thin films 
have one and two pseudo-cubic unit cell layers of LCO incorporated into one pseudo-orthorhombic 
unit cell layer of BiT, respectively. More detailed growth method is described elsewhere [10]. The 
crystal structure of films was characterized using high resolution x-ray diffraction (XRD, X’Pert, 
Panalytical Inc.). Spectroscopic ellipsometry (M-2000, J. A. Woollam Co.) was used to obtain optical 
conductivity spectra (σ1(ω)) of the thin films between 1.5 and 5 eV at room temperature. 
 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A. Crystal structure of BiT-LCO epitaxial thin films 
BiT belongs to the Aurivillius family, (Bi2O2)(Bin-1TinO3n+1) with n = 3, of which the structure 
is built by alternating layers of one fluorite-like (Bi2O2)2+ and two pseudo-perovskite (Bi2Ti3O10)2+ 
blocks. It has a highly anisotropic pseudo-orthorhombic unit cell (a = 5.450, b = 5.406, and c = 32.832 
Å) [26]. A pseudo-orthorhombic unit cell of BiT is schematically represented in Fig. 1(a). On the 
other hand, LCO is a simple perovskite with a rhombohedral unit cell (a = 5.378 Å). The (in-plane) 
pseudo-cubic lattice parameters of the films and substrates are comparatively shown in the inset of Fig. 
1(c). The (pseudo-)cubic lattice constants of NGO and STO substrates are 3.867 and 3.905 Å, 
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respectively, which offer a good lattice match with BiT and LCO. Both NGO and STO substrates 
impose tensile strain to the film, with lattice mismatches of 0.7 and 1.7%, respectively. Although not 
presented in the current study, we note that imposing compressive strain would also provide an 
important aspect for strain-dependent optical property changes in the low band gap ferroelectrics. 
Figures 1(b) and 1(c) show XRD patterns for BiT, 1B1L, and 1B2L films deposited on NGO 
and STO substrates, respectively. BiT peaks (002, 004, 006, etc.) due to the characteristic layered 
structure are shown with well-defined fringes, indicating homogeneous atomically flat surfaces and 
interfaces of the epitaxial thin films. The excellent crystalline quality let us calculate the total film 
thickness to be about 10 unit cells of BiT, by simply counting the number of fringes between the 
Bragg reflections. The x-ray rocking curve scans of the 006 reflection of 1B1L on NGO and STO 
substrates are shown in Figs. 1(d) and 1(e), respectively, confirming the excellent out-of-plane 
orientation of the films. Importantly, the peak structures in the XRD θ-2θ scan are qualitatively the 
same between the pure BiT and BiT-LCO, indicating that the layered structure of BiT is robustly 
preserved upon alloying. All the peaks from the layered structure of BiT are clearly preserved for 
1B1L and 1B2L, and those peaks were the only peaks present. The XRD result suggests that LCO is 
alloyed into BiT by substitution, instead of forming an additional layer or phase [10,11]. More 
specifically, based on the scanning transmission electron microscopy data, we can conclude that La 
substitutes for upper Bi in Bi2O2 layer, while Co substitutes for Ti near the Bi2O2 layer with the 
possible inclusion of oxygen vacancies, forming the self-ordered BiT-LCO superstructures of 1B1L 
and 1B2L, grown on both NGO and STO substrates [10]. We note that the generation of oxygen 
vacancies in Aurivillius phase materials is less influential for ferroelectricity [27]. From XRD θ-2θ 
scans, most samples are confirmed to be epitaxially grown as a single crystal, except for the 1B2L 
film on NGO, which shows a small hint of foreign phases indicative of potential polycrystalline or 
impurity phases. However, the volume fraction of the impurity phases, if any, are negligible and do 
not contribute to the optical spectroscopy results. 
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The detailed structural evolution by alloying LCO into BiT is summarized in Fig. 2. In 
particular, the half-unit-cell lattice parameter, calculated from the 002 peak (Fig. 2(a)), systematically 
increases from ~16.37 to ~16.65 Å upon alloying LCO, for both substrates. Since the in-plane lattice 
parameter of LCO is smaller than BiT, the epitaxial tensile strain should decrease the c-axis lattice 
constant if a unit cell layer of LCO is epitaxially grown within the BiT matrix. The opposite trend 
suggests that the perovskite LCO is not forming a layer by itself. Instead, it indicates that La and Co 
substitutes for Bi and Ti elementally, forming an alloy of Bi-La-Ti-Co-O, with a self-ordered 
superstructure. We could also assume an increased number of oxygen vacancies with inclusion of 
Co2+ or Co3+ instead of Ti4+, which could result in an expanded crystal lattice. Figure 2(b) shows the 
separation of the quarter-unit-cell lattice constants calculated from the separation of the 004 peak. 
Note that this separation of the 004 reflection was observed in the high quality pulsed laser epitaxy 
grown BiT thin films for the first time [10]. The separation of the peak for the BiT film suggests that 
even in the pure BiT, there is a modulation in the c/4 lattice constant, most likely due to the slight 
difference in the distance from upper and lower Bi to O within the Bi2O2 layer (c’/4 and c”/4 in Fig. 
1(a)). With increasing LCO incorporation into BiT-LCO, the separation generally increases, possibly 
due to the disproportionate substitution of La for upper Bi within the Bi2O2 layer or inhomogeneous 
oxygen vacancy formation created to compensate the charge difference. We further note a quantitative 
difference in the quarter-unit-cell lattice modulation between the films grown on NGO and STO 
substrates, suggesting that the strain plays a role in determining the crystal structure. The STO 
substrate imposes larger tensile strain to the BiT film compared to the one on the NGO substrate, 
which might enhance the modulation in the c/4 lattice parameter. 
Figure 2(c) shows full width at half maximum (FWHM) values of the 006 peak in rocking 
curve scans, as a function of the LCO incorporation. The FWHM values of the NGO and STO 
substrates are shown in lines for comparison. BiT-LCO thin films grown on NGO substrates have 
generally lower FWHM values compared to the ones on STO, owing to the better crystallinity of 
NGO substrates and lower lattice mismatch. On the other hand, the FWHM value considerably 
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decreases with increasing incorporation of LCO, despite the induced disorder in the crystal. This 
result suggests that the c-axis orientation of the film is actually better for the BiT-LCO films than the 
pure BiT films on both substrates. 
 
B. Electronic structure and band gap evolution 
The electronic structure of BiT-LCO thin films including Eg has been identified using 
spectroscopic ellipsometry. Figure 3 shows the real part of the optical conductivity spectra as a 
function of photon energy (σ1(ω)). We could further fit σ1(ω) using Lorentz oscillators, 
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where e, m*, nj, j and ωj are the electronic charge, the effective mass, the carrier density, the 
scattering rate, and the resonant frequency of the j-th oscillator, respectively. Light blue solid line is 
the example of the fit result shown for 1B2L films grown on NGO and STO substrates, indicating a 
good fitting quality. The values of the fitting parameters are listed in Table I. 
Undoped BiT has only Ti4+ (3d0) ions, which construct unoccupied t2g and eg states based on 
the octahedral crystal field. The two Lorentz oscillators at ~3.8 (α) and ~4.8 eV (β) can be attributed 
to the charge-transfer transition between O 2p and Ti 3d t2g and eg states, respectively. These two 
transitions are sufficient to construct σ1(ω) for the undoped BiT films on both NGO and STO 
substrates. Note that the transition from O 2p state to Ti 3d t2g state defines the Eg (denoted as arrows 
on the x-axis) of ~3.5 eV for both BiT films [28,29]. 
By site-specific substitution with LaCoO3, it has been suggested that additional Co state plays 
an important role in decreasing Eg. It has been clarified in different systems (single-crystalline film 
and poly-crystalline powders) that Co is indeed responsible for the change in the electronic structure, 
and La does not play any role in changing Eg [10,11,20,21]. Unoccupied Co state is expected to be 
formed just above the Fermi level (EF) and below Ti 3d t2g state, which decreases Eg [10]. However, 
the detailed electronic structure evolution with the incorporation of Co was rather elusive. 
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We note that better identification of the electronic structure evolution was possible by 
growing BiT-LCO thin films on NGO. In particular, as shown in Fig. 3(a), the optical transition peaks 
can be much better resolved for the films grown on NGO, than those grown on STO. Indeed, the 
average values of α and β are ~0.4 and ~1.2 eV, respectively, for the films grown on NGO, while the 
values are ~0.7 and ~2.1 eV, respectively, for the films grown on STO. Note that  represents the 
FWHM of each peak in σ1(ω). The sharpness of the peaks indicates well-defined electronic structure, 
which might originate from the excellent crystalline quality of the films grown on NGO substrates. 
We also note the absence of optical transitions from Co impurity phases, such as CoO or Co3O4, 
indicating our optical spectroscopic results are free from the contribution from possible impurity 
phases, if any. 
With the incorporation of Co, a new peak (optical transition between O 2p and the emergent 
Co 3d state) below α is expected in σ1(ω). However, as shown in Fig. 3, the results indicate that only 
two Lorentz oscillators are sufficient to fit σ1(ω) of all the BiT-LCO thin films. While it is evident that 
peak α can be deconvoluted into as many Lorentz oscillators as possible, it would only give rise to an 
arbitrary conclusion. Nevertheless, we can conclude that the emergent occupied Co 3d state is very 
closely located to the Ti 3d t2g state, so that the two optical transitions cannot be distinguished. 
Another possible explanation of the two peak structure in σ1(ω) is that Ti 3d t2g state shifting to lower 
energy with the incorporation of Co 3d state. Importantly, while the peak α shifts to a lower photon 
energy value, the peak β stays almost at the same energy as a function of Co incorporation. Within the 
conventional octahedral crystal field, it is not likely that only the t2g state shifts to a lower energy 
value while the eg state stays at the same photon energy. However, a similar orbital selective shift in 
the electronic structure has been reported for low dimensional titanate heterostructures [30]. Further 
studies regarding the orbital symmetry of the 3d electrons of both Ti and Co might elucidate the 
intriguing phenomena. 
In Fig. 4, we plot important parameters obtained from Lorentz oscillator fitting σ1(ω). Figure 
4(a) shows the peak positions (ωj) of each peak and Eg. As discussed above, ωα shows a drastic red-
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shift with increasing Co incorporation, while ωβ does not change as much. The decrease of the ωα 
defines the decreasing Eg. The Eg values are 3.4 (3.55), 3.25 (3.3), and 2.9 (2.65) eV for BiT, 1B1L 
and 1B2L grown on NGO (STO) substrates, respectively. While the decrease in ωα and Eg with Co 
incorporation is universal, we note that the films on NGO substrates show a more subtle change 
compared to the films on STO substrates. This result should be related to the larger structural 
modification in BiT-LCO films on STO with introducing LCO, compared to the films on NGO, and 
certainly indicates the substantial role of epitaxial strain in determining the electronic structure. 
A spectral weight (SW ≡ ∫ σ1(ω) dω) analysis shown in Fig. 4(b) provides more insight into 
intriguing epitaxial strain-dependent electronic structure evolution. For the BiT-LCO films grown on 
NGO, SWα increases while SWβ decreases with introducing Co. As peak α is partially attributed to the 
transition from the increasing Co 3d states, this is a systematic trend. However, the BiT-LCO films 
grown on STO show exactly the opposite trend. Here, SWα decreases with the introduction of Co 
whereas SWβ increases. We note that SW analyses for the films grown on STO might be rather 
inaccurate, especially due to the large j values. For example, there is a possibility that peak β of the 
1B2L film on STO might further be deconvoluted to result in a total of three optical transitions. 
However, σ1(ω) of the BiT-LCO films on NGO cannot be understood with the same scenario, as the 
peak α is clearly separated from peak β for all the films. In order to understand the anomalous SW 
evolution, we suggest a moderate mixture of t2g and eg states for the films grown on STO. Indeed, the 
larger tensile strain and larger separation of c/4 lattice peaks for the films grown on STO (Fig. 2(b)) 
indicate a larger lattice distortion of the perovskite blocks. This might lead to a substantial change in 
the octahedral crystal field and even might partially reverse the energy levels of t2g and eg states. 
Moreover, the increased number of oxygen vacancies with increasing Co substitution might even 
result in a tetrahedral, instead of octahedral, crystal field. Since the eg states are lower than the t2g 
states in energy for the tetrahedral crystal field, the mixture of t2g and eg states might unexpectedly be 
realized. 
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VI. SUMMARY 
In summary, we have investigated the structural and optical properties of LaCoO3-substituted 
ferroelectric Bi4Ti3O12 grown epitaxially on NdGaO3 and SrTiO3 substrates. The electronic structure 
evolution, which yields a reduced band gap, is closely related to a complex balance among the crystal 
structure, epitaxial strain, and film quality. Our study suggests that a careful design of heterostructures 
composed of correlated oxide ferroelectrics can lead to a novel materials system, in which the band 
gap tunability help develop oxide heterostructures with technologically more desirable functionalities. 
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Figure Captions 
FIG. 1. (Color online) Crystal structure of single crystal BiT-LCO thin films. (a) Schematic diagram 
of a pseudo-orthorhombic unit cell of BiT. X-ray diffraction θ-2θ patterns of BiT (red), 1B1L (green), 
and 1B2L (blue) epitaxial thin films on (b) NGO and (c) STO substrates reveal very strong reflections 
with well-defined fringes indicating the excellent film quality. The substrate peaks are indicated as *. 
The Aurivillius structure represented in (a) is clearly observed for all the films. The inset in (b) shows 
the pseudo-cubic lattice constant values of the substrates and the constituent compounds of the thin 
film. Narrow peaks from x-ray rocking curve scans of the 006 reflection of 1B1L on (d) NGO and (e) 
STO substrates confirm the excellent crystal quality. 
 
FIG. 2. (Color online) Structural parameters of BiT-LCO thin films. (a) Unit cell parameter 
corresponding to c/2 of BiT, (b) difference between c’/4 and c”/4 (calculated from the separation of 
the 004 peak), and (c) FWHM from the rocking curve peak of the 006 reflection of BiT-LCO epitaxial 
thin films, as a function of the LCO substitution. As more LCO is incorporated into the film, the 
lattice expands along the c-axis, and the difference between c’/4 and c”/4 increases. The LCO 
substitution yields a better c-axis orientation and crystalline quality, as seen from the decreased 
FWHM with x. 
 
FIG. 3. (Color online) σ1(ω) and electronic structure. σ1(ω) of BiT (red), 1B1L (green), and 1B2L 
(blue) epitaxial thin films on (a) NGO and (b) STO substrates. All the σ1(ω) could be deconvoluted 
using two Lorentz oscillators denoted as α (dashed black line) and β (thin black line). As an example, 
resultant fitting curves for 1B2L films on both NGO and STO substrates are shown as light blue lines. 
The arrows at the upper x-axis indicate the optical band gap of the films. 
 
FIG. 4. (Color online) Evolution of optical spectroscopic characteristic and electronic structure of 
BiT-LCO thin films. (a) ωj and (b) SW of the Lorentz oscillators as a function of the LCO substitution. 
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A clear and consistent peak shift with the incorporation of LCO can be observed for the films grown 
on NGO and STO, along with the decreased Eg. SW, however, shows an anomalous behavior, which is 
the opposite for the films grown on NGO and STO substrates. 
 
TABLE I. Summary of Lorentzian parameters used for fitting σ1(ω) of BiT-LCO thin films. 
  ωα SWα γα ωβ SWβ γβ 
on NGO BiT 3.67 4.44 0.25 4.87 60.48 1.25 
 1B1L 3.51 5.79 0.40 4.80 52.99 1.20 
 1B2L 3.43 7.65 0.55 4.75 45.13 1.20 
on STO BiT 3.95 8.58 0.70 4.87 74.71 1.50 
 1B1L 3.55 3.78 0.80 4.84 83.86 2.00 
 1B2L 3.35 2.24 0.65 4.7 86.15 2.8 
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